Bug Fixes:

- Fixed logins and org direction
- Fixed which org a user is redirected to on logout
- Improved validation checks in group controller will reduce 500 error codes
- Changed the advanced policy creation form so that the user doesn't receive a "No Schedule Set" warning each time they preview packages in scope
- Fixed a UI issue where text overflowed inside policy creation buttons
- Error messages related to activity log were broken and wouldn't display. Now they display

Enhancements:

- Updated the way that Microsoft severity scores are checked to be more accurate
- New third party patching support for TigerVNC for Windows
- "Pending Patches" are now called "Scheduled Patches" on the device page table
- On the software page, "Patch Available" is now called “Impacted Devices” and “Patch Installed” is now “Updated Devices.” The corresponding numbers link to the corresponding devices on the device page